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A: There is issue with the version you are using with earlier version of mapsource 6.137 time; gconvert = (gs_converter *) gconv_types[type - 1].new_function(C, cb); status = gconvert->from_data(C, p, data); if (status) return status; } return gconv_types[type].from_message(C, p, message); } const GConverterFn * gconv_new(gchar *types, GType **out_types) { gint i; if (types == NULL) return NULL; g_return_val_if_fail(types == NULL || out_types!= NULL, NULL); for (i = 0; gconv_types[i]!= NULL; ++i) { if (gconv_types[i]->to_data == NULL) continue; if (types[i] ==
NULL || strcmp(types[i], gconv_types[i]->to_data) == 0) return gconv_types[i]; } for (i = 0; gconv_types[i]!= NULL; ++i) { if (gconv_types[i]->from_data == NULL) continue; if (types[i] == NULL || strcmp(types[i], gconv_types[i]->from_data) == 0) return gconv_types[i]; } return NULL; } static gboolean gconv_canceled = FALSE; void gconv_canceled_set(gboolean new_value) { gconv_canceled = new_value; } gboolean gconv_canceled_get(void) { return gconv_canceled; } void gconv_set_cancel_fn(GConverter* (*new_function)(GConverter*, GType*,
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